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QientLcal-bond Approach to the Dielectric Constant of se

J.A. Bran and J.6.P. Ramos

Instituto de Física "Gleb Nataghin"
UNICMf», Carpinas, SP, Brazil

The chemical-bond approach to calculate the dielectric constant of tetra-

hedral samLccnductors was developed by Nucho et al (Fhys. Rev. B17, 1843 and

.4835 (1978)). They expressed e1(0), via Kraners-Kronig relation, as a function of

the zeroth and the first nanents of c2(u). Higher order oontrihutlons were

neglected in the case of tetrahedral semiconductors. Me shew that these higher

order contributions in the nanents expansion of e_(u>) can not be neglected in the

case of Se and Te. However, from the experimental data of e^Cu) for Se and Te, we

obtain numerically the values of the-zeroth and first monents of e2(a>). Using the

tight-binding itodel with intrachain and interchain interactions, developed by

Joanopouloe et al (Phys. Rev. Bll, 2186 (1975)), we obtain the Wannier function

involving the Hall-Weaire parameters. Utilizing the Hentan-Skllman values for the

atonic orbitais, we obtain numerical results for the zeroth and first moments of

C2(w) for Se and Te that agree with the experimental values and with the band

structure.

SuPP°*ted by CNPq, FAPESF and FINH>.
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MODELLING THE STATIC DIELECTRIC MATRIX FOR DIAMOND AND SILICON*

Luiz E. Oliveira

Instituto de Física, UN1CAMP
13100 Campinas, SP. Brasil

A model for the microscopic dielectric response e3,6'(q) of a

covalent semiconductor is proposed in which the effects of the

localized and plane wave features of the band structure on the polariza-

bility are separated. Within this model a calculation is performed for

diamond and silicon of the static longitudinal wave vector dependent

macroscopic dielectric function c M(g), including local field corrections,

together with an analysis in real space of the microscopic local field

E(r) and polarization charge density p (r) induced by a uniform

externally applied electric field. The results indicate that although

the macroscopic dielectric function is essentially insensitive with

respect to small changes in the effective charge model parameter Z,

microscopic quantities such as the induced charge density and

microscopic local field can be fairly sensitive to variations in Z.

This suggests that careful tests on model based dielectric responses
e6 G'(9) are P r 0 D a D i v necessary before one calculates, for instance,

phonon frequencies.

Funded in part by CNPq.
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THE ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF INVERSION LAYERS ON

NARROW-GAP SEMICONDUCTORS

Gilmar E. Marques;

Departamento de FTsica, Universidade Federal de Sío Carlos

13560 São Carlos - SP,

Lu J. Shaan

Department of Physics, University of California, San Diego

La Jolia, California 92037

ABSTRACT

The effective-mass approximation for a multi-band case 1s

examined from first principles as was done by Sham and Nakayama.

Boundary conditions are derived for a modified Kane's 6 x 6 t . t

Hamiitonian which takes into account all propagating and evanescent

waves. The new boundary condition is used to compute the subband

structure of an n-inversion layer on a p-type InSb. The most striking

feature Is the splitting of the normally doubly degenerate sp1n-orb1t

mixed states. The splitting is sufficient to present doublets in the

Intersubband optical transition, a feature observed by Wiesinger,

•tinvogi and Koch.

Fo'or is « ' V I M G K I ««le e»»1rt>
*»into'mt',t: t*kr> politic» el*
•«tffc» • t«ccoiigici CPO/CNPq
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SCHOTTKY-&AWUER FORMATION:ABRUPT KETAL-SEMICOMüUClOR JUNCTION

F.Guinea, J .Sánchez-Dehesa and P .F lores

Departamento õe Ffsica" de l Estado Só l ido and
Instituto de Física del Estado Sólido,
Universidad Autônoma, Cantoblanco, Madrid, Spain.

In this work a rea l i s t i c selfconsistent calculation i s

presented of an abrupt metal-semiconductor junction by means

of a tight-binding approach. A specific Bi-Ag junction has

been considered, and the charge neutrality level as well as

the barrier height have been determined in good agreement with

experiments* For • general junction we show thai the Interface

properties depend essential ly on the characteristics of the

first metal layer ard i t s interaction with the semiconductor*

•funded by I/,B,*rmy(contract DAJA 37-82-o-OUS)
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Electronic states associated with extended defects in
quantum well structures'

C.E.T. 6onça1ves da Si lvab and P. Fu1coc

Inst i tuto de FT sic* "Gleb Uataghin"

Uni camp Campinas 13.100 SP Brasil

>\ simple model for the calculation of bound

states associated with extended defects in quantum well structures is
developed. We consider a part ic le confined between two plane paral lel
potential walls and determine the conditions for existence of bound states
for two types of defects: i n f i n i t e "trench-l ike" and cy l indr ica l . We
show that in a (Ga.Al)As - GaAs - (Ga.Al)As quantum well structure
defects capable of producing appreciably bound states must have lateral
dimensions of the order of 0.1 urn.

a) Work supported in part by Fundação de Amparo ã Pesquisa do Estado
de São Paulo (FAPESP).

b) CNPq Senior Research Fellow.

c) On leave from Departamento de Física UFRN, Natal 59000 RN Brasi l :
on a FAPESP Fellowship.
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AB-INITIO THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS OF STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF SEMICONDUCTORS.

C. O. Rodrigues . E. L. Peltser y Blanci and 0. M. Cappannini

Instituto de Fíelca de Líquidos y Sistemas Biológicos (IFLYSIB).

(CONICET-CICFBA-Unlvcrelded Nacional de La Plata),

c.c. 565. 1900 - La Plata. ARGENTINA

T :. *- bllity of predicting froa first principles structural properties

of solids has always been an ala of quantua theory of solids. These predictions

are possible at present. In this paper calculations of the total energies and re-

lated structural properties of Si, GaP and C are presented showing good agreement

with experIsentai values. The total energy is calculated within the local-density

functional formalin using first principles non-local pseudopotentials. The all

electron problem is replaced by a frozen core and valence electrons» allowing only

theae to readjust selfconsistently. To simulate the interaction of the valence e-

lectrons with the cores several high precision ab-lnitlo pseudopotentlal generation

scheaes have been developed. The present calculations are performed using pseudopo-

tentials froa different schemes and obtained using different approximations in genc£

sting them. The Important question of how sensitive the first principles results be-

came with the use of different pseudopotentials is addressed.

* Mlsmbro dc la Carrara del Investigador Científico de Is Coalslón de Investigsclones

Cientificas de Ia Província de Buenos Aires (C1CPBA).

Becarlo dei Consejo Nacional de Investigsciones Científicas y Técnicas (CONICET).
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ON THE VALIDITY OF THE CLUSTER METHOD FOR CRISTALS

P.S. Guimarães and Luiz G. Ferreira*

Instituto de Pesquisas Espaciais - INPE

Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Científico e Tecnológico - CNPq

12200 S. José dos Campos, SP, Brasil

•Instituto de FTsica

Universidade de São Pau^o - USP

01000 São Paulo, SP, brasil

A formal mathematical background is developed in such a way

that it determines the necessary condition» that a cluster must

satisfy to reproduce accurately the main features of the band

structure of an infinite crystal. It has b:en shown that if such

conditions are satisfied the cluster energy band structure is a true

image of the crystal one. It has been also shown that the larger the

band gaps in the crystal, the smaller are the cluster needed to

represent their band structure.
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Kodel electronic structure for SnO,
a b

P. Fulco and C.E.T. Gonçalves da Silva
Instituto de Física *Gleb Uataghin"

Tin dioxide crystallizes in the rut i le
structure, space group oL , with two Molecules per unit ce l l . I t is an
important Material for photovoltaic cells applications. In spite of
several theoretical studies*3 , I ts electronic structure is net yet
completely known. Experimental evidence Indicates that SnO» is a direct
gap semiconductor, with the top of the valence band being of syMMetry
r-* and the bottom of the conduction band being of symmetry r * The
former symmetry has been obtained only by Robertson In a LCAO tight-
binding calculation Unfortunately, his results are not correct. We
have therefore set up a nodel hamiitonian in order to study the
electronic of SnO2, with particular attention given to reproducing the
features of the known optical spectrum, including state symmetries. We
include f i rs t neighbor cation-anion and f i r s t , second and third
neighbor anion-anion hopping matrix elements. Results for the band
structure are discussed in terms of a small set of independent
parameters.

a) On leave of absence from Departamento de Física, UFRN, Natal 59000
RN; on a FAPESP Fellowship.

b) CNPq Senior Research Fellow

1) J. Robertson, J. Phys. Cl£, 4767 (79)

2) J.6. Gay, H.A. Albers, and F.J. Ariinghaus, J. Phys. Chem. Solicit
29 1449 (68)

3) J.L. Jacquemin and G. Bordure, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 36_, 1081 (75)

I • • mtefwn-.n itar. politic! C|.

f CPO/CNPq
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TRANSIÇÃO M3IT EXCITON-PLASWi E EMISSÍO ESTIMULAEA EM CdSe A 77 K

A.W. Mol, R.A. Muribeca, C. L. N. Cardoso e E.A.Meneses

Instituto de Física, DfESCM, IMICMC»

13100 Carpinas, SP - Brasil

Os Espectros de Fotoluidnesoência, de CdSe a 77 K, obtidos em

regime de alta densidade de excitação mostram anomalias de comports

mento na posição, em energia, e intensidade da banda exdtônica com

o aumento da intensidade de excitação. Este comportamento é inter

pretado CORD a transição entre exci tons livres e un plasma de elé-

trons e buracos. A partir dos dados é calculada a densidade critica

de portadores foto-injetados para a formação do plasma.

A partir de uma determinada densidade de excitação, bem maior

do que aquela para a formação do plasma, surge no espectro de enri.F-

são de CdSe una segunda banda, em energia menor que a primeira, oom

características de ganho óptico maior que a primeira. Esta segunda

banda é interpretada como sendo emissão estimulada, tipo IASER, em

CdSe.

T«it«r|l,co UNtCAMP Tti«t IO!tl "je tnMrtitmtnte Poti»i 13 1» font PAS» I01MI Jt-iJOi C<0M( Ur.,yt-i <,,,$ V«)«..ne
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IMPURITY STATES IN N-TYPE MANY-VALLEY SEMICONDUCTORS

M. Fabbri and A. Ferreira da Silva

Instituto de Pesquisas Espaciais - INPE

Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Cientifico e Tecnológico - CNPq

12200 S. José tfos Campos, SP, Brasil

A self-consistent unrestricted Hartree-Fock-Roothan cluster

calculation, that takes into account the many-valley effects of the

host conduction band, has been performed to investigate the microscopic

structure of impurity bands in doped semiconductors. It is shown that

below the metal-nonroetal transition the one-particle wavefunctions are

localized on statiscally distributed clusters of impurity atoms. The

measure of localization has been carried out through the inverse

participation ratio (IPR). For low impurity concentration most of the

states have an IPR between 0.5 and 1.0 indicating an isolated impurity

state or a pair state in agreement with analysis of optical data. For

the intermediate to metallic doping regime the great majority of the

states Is more and more extended, but there is still a non-negligible

fraction of the occupied states exhibiting localized properties. While

the lower and the upper Hubbard bands are well defined at low

concentrations, the donor-excitonic states are important at higher

concentrations where the upper Hubbard band is pushed into the conduction

band. The Mott-Hubbard-Anderson model thus modified can still explain

•Imost all the experimental results. This cluster model allows numerical

Investigations of the thermodynamic, magnetic and transport properties.
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ELECTRON CORRELATIONS IN NARROW BAND SYSTEMS

R. Kishore

Instituto de Pesquisas Espaciais - INPE

Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Cientifico e Tecnológico - CNPq

12200 S. José dos Campos, SP, Brasil

We study the effect of the electron correlations in narrow bands

such as d(f) bands in the transition (rare earth) metals and their

compounds and the impurity bands in doped semiconductors. We describe

the narrow band syterns by the Hubbard Hamiltonian. By proposing a

Local self energy for the interacting electrons, we found that our

results are exact in both atomic and band limits and reduce to the

Hartree Fock results for j •*• 0, where U is the intraatomic Coulomb

interaction and a is the bandwidth of the noninteracting electrons.

For the Lorentzian form of the density of states of the noninteracting

electrons, our approximation turn out to be equivalent to the third

Hubbard approximation. A simple argument, based on the mean free

path obtained from the imaginary part of the self energy, show how

the electron correlations can give rise to a discontinuous metal-

nonmetai transition as proposed by Mott. The band narrowing and the

existence of the satellite below the Fermi energy in Ni, found in

photoemission experiments, can also be understood.

«• inform»,i : tmtr, politic* el-
Mtlfic* • t«en
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THE SOLE OP THE EXCITED IMPURITY LEVELS ON THE METAL-HOB «TAL

TRANSITION

Marcos Sergio Figueira da Silva, Sergio S. Makler and

Enrique V. Anda

Instituto de Física, UFF

24210 Niterói, RJ , Brasil

The electronic density of states for the impurity band in

doped semiconductors is calculated using the Green function method.

The system is described by a Hamiltonian with local Coulomb

correlations represented in a tight binding basis composed by two

orbitais per site. The electronic correlation is treated in the

CPA approximation. To calculate the configurational average of this

structural disordered system a diagramatic scheme is developed. It

represents an extension of the Matsubara and Toyozava method for

the case of tvo hybridized bands in the presence of electronic

correlation. The excited levels shovs to play a crutial role in the

understanding of the metal non metal transition. This vork

represents an improvement of

case of si : P is analized.

represents an improvement of a previous result .The particular

1. S.S.Makler,E.V.Anda 1982,to be published in j.Phys. C
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INFLUENCIA OA BANDA DE CONDUÇÃO SOBRE AS PROPRIEDADES

ELETRÔNICAS DE SEMICONDUTORES DOPADOS

L.F. Perondi e R. Kishore

Instituto de Pesquisas Espaciais - INPE

Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Cientifico e Tecnológico - CNPc

12200 S. José dos Campos, SP, Brasil

Partindo de um modelo que considera a hibridização entre os esta

dos de condução e os estados de impureza, a correlação eletrônica intra

-atômica e a desordem, I calculado a densidade de estados, a susceptib^

lidade magnética e o calor específico para semicondutores dopados com

impurezas rasas. 0 modelo de caráter geral ê aplicado Si:P. Os resulta

dos são comparados com dados experimentais e com trabalhos anteriores

que não consideram a hibridização. Objetiva-se também avaliar qualiU

tivamente a influência da hibridização sobre a transição metal -não ze

tal, experimentada por estes materiais com a variação da concentração

de Impurezas,
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MATRIX CONTINUED FRACTION CALCULATION OF LOCALIZATION LECIN

H.M. Pastawski*. J.F. Weisz* and S. Albornoz*

Instituto de Desarrollo Tecnológico para la Industria Química

Gueraes 3450 - 3000 Santa Fe - Republics Argentina

A Matrix Continued Fraction method is used to study the localization length of

the states at the band center of a two dimensional crysral with disorder given by the

Anderson model and «rith incommensurate Charge Density Waves. For the disordered case

it is found that exponentially localized states, which scale according to the work

of Mac Kinnon and Kramer, becomes weakly localized as the disorder becomes weaker,

and there is some critical disorder for which the localization length does not satu-

rate with the width of the strips, this convalidates the results found by Pichard and

Sanna. Weakly localized states are also found in one dimension for W/V 5 1. In the

case of a crystal with a modulation which is incommensurate in one direction and

either commensurate or incommensurate in the other, the localization in the first

direction behaves in a similar fashion as that found by Aubry, Sokoloff and others

for the one dimensional chain; that is approximately the same critical modulation

strength is found W£/V « 2 . If the modulation is incommensurate in two perpendicu-

lar directions there appears a tendency of increasing localization lengths as the

tddth of two dimensional strips is increased and there appears singular values of

modulation which show extended states.

^9c*T^°t * Investigador y • Profesional, del Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones
Cientificas y Técnicas de Ia República Argentina.
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RESONANT BRILLOUIN SCATTERING VIA EXCITONS POLARITONS*

E.L.Albuquerque*, C.E.T. Gonçalves da Silvat* and F.D.Nunes*

• Departamento de Física, UFRN, 59.000 - Natal - RN, Brasil

•• Instituto de Física, UNICAMP, 13.100 - Campinas - SP, Brasil

We present a theory for resonant Brillouin scattering in

semiconductors using a light scattering geometry of backscattering

type. The coupling between the exciton and the electromagnetic

field gives rise to a polariton dispersion relation with two

solutions K and K for each value of u. This extra branch signi

ficantly affects the properties of the excitonic medium, and the

usual electromagnetic boundary conditions are no longer sufficient

to describe the transmitted and reflected waves at the interface.

They must be supplemented by an additional boundary condition

involving the exciton field P.

We use a Green function approach to describe the behaviour

of the acoustic phonons in the excitonic medium, calculated via the

linear response function method. We consider that the exciton

polaritons interact with the acoustic phonons via a deformation

potential coupling. The calculation of the frequency spectrum of the

scattered light is done by taking the thermal average over the phonon

states. Some numerical results of the Brillouin spectrum are also

presented and their features discussed.

Partially supported by the Brazilian Agency CNPq

Fator*» ,

• •tlfrc» < ucioidgie» CPO/CNPq
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Determination of the 3 - dimensional lattice mismatch m I I I - * liquid
phase epitaxial layers

Shih-Lin Chang
Instituto de Física - Unicamp
13.100 Campinas-SP - Brasil

Multiple diffraction of X-rays fro» single crystals provi-
des 3- dimensional Information about crystal structure. The six-beam,
(000) (006) (224) (222) (224) (222), Multiple reflection was used to
detect the lattice Biswitch of (001) InGaAsP Material using a divergent
X-ray source. The lattice Mismatches in directions parallel and perpen-
dicular to (001), determined from a single divergent-beam photograph,
increase as the As concentration In liquid composition X*^$ increases.
The procedure was used without difficulty for X*6a as low a* 0,0007 and
X*As In the range 0,006 - 0,01.



STUDIES OF ADSORBED Ho ON THE SURFACE OF W (POLY) WITH PBQGRATCD
THBMftL DESORPTIOK, ELECTRON STIM1...TED DESORPTION AND VARIATIONS

OF WORK FUNCTION TECHNIQUES

F. Gonzalez. J.L. dc Segovia , J. Caballero and M. Sanchez*
Physics Dept. Facultad de Ciências Básicas y Farmacêuticas.
Uhiversidad de Chile. Casilla 653, Santiago - Chile.

(*) Surface Phys. Lab. I.F.M. (C.S.I.C.) c/ Serrano 144, Madrid-6.
Espana.

In this work we present experimental results of the Hi chand-
sorption on W (poly) surface. This results were obtained with Programed
Ihernal Desorption (PTD), Electron Stimulated Desorption (ESD) and
Variations of the Work Function (A*) techniques ^ . The experimental
setup and procedures for the Ad-desorption process of H, have been
previously describedv/. Measurements of A$ were done with a Field

Microscope (FQQ, settled inside of a ultrahigh vacua chanber.
The emitter was cleaned by flashes until the work function of clean
tungsten, (4JeV), WBS obtained.

Figure 1 shows the experimental curves obtained during the
chermal desorption of H2 from the W surface. The I ^ signal shows the
pressure variations in the vacuum chamber (PTD). The A+ signal, norma-
lized respect to A$ maximum, correspond to the current variations of Che
FEM. The 1 (H ) signal is the surface current, produced by ESD, from
the adsorbed Ha molecules.

In figure 1, the I _. and A$ curves indicate the desorption of
a first state (S^, between 330 and 380 K. The I*(H*) signal increases
in that temperature range. This can be interpreted as the appearance of
an ionizable state, by electron bombardment, which is screened by the ^
state. This screening has been shoun^ that is a linear function of
the 0i population on surface.
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In the 390 - T < 410 K interval, a low inflection of the A* curve

together with continuing growth of í*"^, indicate the desorption of another

state. This state, however, does not produce surface ions, as show bv th»

stability of I (H ) . (Yonehara and Schnidt w, using LEED, have described

this situation as a surface reconstruction).

Between 420 < T < 520 K, the desorption of the most important state

of H2, 6* is produced. The curves I.(H+) and A$ show the largest variation

of the experiment, and furthermore, I g. shows the maximuD of the desorption

curves. This stablishes that 62 is the responsible for the ionic surface

current and the most populated state.

For the 530 < T < 600 K range, a fourth state, B3, is desorbed.

Signals of I ^ and Ig(H ) are decreasing slowly and A* shows a low inflec-

tion near 560 K.

The analysis of the desorption kinetic parameters obtained from the

data through the three dif f erents techniques shows internal consistency as

well as good agreement with published desorption energy values and order of

the desorption^ . This excellent correlations allows us to present a

complete scheme of the desorption process of H2 from a W (poly) surface,

complementing the existing bibliography. A detailed study of these results

as an function of surface population is in progress.

References.
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400 500 600 J
Bydiugeu desorption spectra from W (poly), for a 5,4 Ldmgaouirs of H2

«t xoan tanperacure. Signals 1*^ . I*(H*) and i* correspond co PTD,

FBI techniques, respectively.
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SETTING OF EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS FOR THE STUDY OF LATTICE

STRAIN IN SILICON SINGLE CRYSTAL BY X-RAY LINE PROFILE

ANALYSIS. *

C. A. M. de Carvalho and C. A. Pimentel

Instituto de Física, USP

C.P. 2051b - 05508, São Paulo, S.P., Brasil

Silicon crystal distortions have been widely studied, mainly due

to their importance for the development of solid state devices. Impurity

diffusion, ion implantation or epitaxial growth introduce strain in the

tice near the surface of the crystal wafers, altering the line profile

J-ray Bragg reflexion. The best experimental conditions for the

•ment of these alterations using an X-ray double crystal

tometer are being searched. It was found that it is easier to study

Ranges, by means of the dynamical theory, from reflections of

t are parallel to the wafer surface. Profile alterations due to

tions aproximately 1 u* deep may only be detected with a double

iffractometer in a high resolution condition.

PAPESP, FINEP and CNPq.
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A STUDY OF MICRODEFECTS IN Sb-DOPED SILICON-CZOCHRALSKI*

Demetrio A. W. Soares

Escola Federal de Engenharia de Itajubá

CP. SO, Itajubâ, M.G., Brasil

and

C. A. Pimentel

Instituto de Física, USP

CP. 20516 - 05508, São Paulo, S.P., Brasil

Doping is found to affect strongly the formation of microdefects

alski (Cz) silicon crystals, particularly for concentrations

10 c«" . A study of diffuse X-ray scattering near the Bragg

Ion is done to characterize the microdefects in Si-Cz, Sb doped

)» and their-distribution on crystalline planes: clusters from

to thousands of angstroms are observed and from an accurated

;h« distribution of diffuse intensity around (400) relp, its

timated.
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DIFFUSE X-RAY SCATTERING NEAR THE BRAGG REFLEXION OF P - DOPED

CZOCHRALSKI SILICON *

V. Stojanoff and C. A. Pimentel

Instituto de Física, USP

CP. 20516 - 05508, São Paulo, S.P..Brasil

Bragg line profile (BLP) and high-resolution diffuse X-ray

scattering (DXS) Measurements have been made in order to characterize

the Microdefects on dislocation-free as-grown silicon single crystals

doped with phosphorus ( p* 0,01733 t 0,00012 ft.CM ). The reciprocal

space around the (400) reciprocal lattice point in <110> and <110>

directions has been explored using a highly coiimated CuKaj beam. The

BLP parameters are nearly the same and snow no marked changenent in

comparasion with a less doped sample ( p* 7,281 - 0,026 Q. cm). The OXS

-2 -4

intensity has presented well defined regions where the q and q

dependence were veyfied. It was found that the observed DXS is manly

due to clusters of Intersticial character, with typicaisize paraMeters

froM 1700 to 700 X.

* Funded by FAPESP, FINEP and Crffcq.
• • info'ipt'. I : »•*'• pallfic* d
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•ADIATION-INDUCED PARAMAGNETISM IN a-Si:H*

W. M. Pontuschka,

.nStituto de Física, USP, C. Postal 20516, São Paulo, S.P.,
05508. Brasil.

N. W. Carlos, and P. C. Taylor
Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375 , U.S.A.

i R. W. Griffith
Irookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973, U.S.A.

(Published in Physical Review B 25, 4362, 1982)

Several paramagnetic centers have been observed in doped and
undoped a-Si:H after x irradiation at 77 K. The paramagnetic responses

-in nominally undoped a-Si:H include (1) an increase in the Si 'dang*
ling-bond' line, and (2) trapped NO molecules. In 0- and N-doped
hydrogenated a-Si£ a-Si:(H,O,N)J at least four responses are observed:
(1) an increase in the Si 'dangling-bond1 line, (2) an oxygen-associa^
ed hole center which is probably a singly coordinated oxygen bonded
either to a silicon or to another oxygen, (3) an sp^-hybridized dang-
ling bond on a silicon which is ponded to three oxygens (E1 center) ,
and (4) neutral, atomic hydrogen trapped in the a-Si:(H,0,N) matrix.

Funded in part by FAPESP.
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ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF THE SirO., COMPLEX

V.M.S. Gomes, M.J. Caldas, L.V.C. Assali, J.R. Leite, and A. Fassio

Instituto de Física da USP, CP 20516, São Paulo, SP, Brasil

The present work is part of our general interest in the study of

oxygen impurities in the IV and III-V tetrahedrally coordinated semicon-

ductors. The multiple scattering-Xo molecular cluster model was used to

carry out selfconsistent calculations of the electronic states of tvo

institutional oxygen impurities in the silicon lattice^ . It was found

that the defect gives rise to a twofold degenerate deep level in the

crystal band gap. This level is occupied by two electrons which indicates

the occurence of Jahn-Teller (JT) effects.

Attempts have been made to correlate the results of the calcula-

tions with EPR experimental data for the SÍ-P2 spectrum. According to

the accepted empirical microscopic model for this defect the two oxygen

impurities are trapped at the two vacancy sites producing two Si-O-Si

structures. The defect has the C2n symmetry and is stabilized in a

triplet spin state1 . Our calculations show the possibility of the

Si-P2 center be created through JT distortions on two substitutional

oxygen impurities in the lattice.

1. M.J. Caldas, J.R. Leite, and A. Fazzio, Phys. Rev. B2j>, 2603 (1982)

2. Young-Hoon Lee and J.W. Corbett, Phys. Rev. B ^ , 2653 (1976).

* Work supported in part by CNPq and FINEP.
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JAHN-TELLER DISTORTIONS IN GaP:O~*

N. Makiuchi , A. Fazzio, and J.R. Leite

Instituto de Física da USP, CP 20516, São Paulo, SP, Brasil

Although a great deal of experimental work has been perforned to tin
erstand the physical properties of the 0 iapurity in GaP, some con-*
roversies and inconsistencies still remain to be solved. One piece of
he puzzle is the large shift that occurs for the impurity level in the
ap when the 0 captures the second electron (GaP:0~).

By emphasizing the role played by the many electron effects in the
heory, Morgan^) recently proposed a model that is tble to explain the
ain optical properties of 0 in GaP. According to the model, the re-
evant electronic states of the system are multiplets formed from the
angling bond gallium orbitais which are slightly perturbed oy a weakly
ounded 0 atom. In spite of the apparent success of the model, it
redicts the occurence of high multiplicity spin nuliiplete which are
ot detected experimentally.

In this paper we have undertaken a self-consistent uolecular cluster
odel calculation of the electronic states of this defect. Working
ithin the framework of the one particle model we were able to explain
he large shift observed for the impurity level asso<iated to the nega-
ively charged center. We found that the GaP:0 system is unstable
ith respect to second order (pseudo) Jahn-Teller (JT) distortions when
he second electron is trapped by the center. As a consequence, a signi
icative lowering of the impurity level follows the JT distortion in a"
ormal mode compatible with the C2y symmetry predicted bv group theory,
ttempts are made to explain other features of the optical spectra of
his center in terms of the one-electron model associated to JT effects
iscussed by us.

T.N, Morgan, Phys. Rev. Lett. £9, 173 (1982).

Work supported in part by CNPq and FINEP.

Present address: Departamento de Física, Universidade de Brasília,

Brasília, D.F.
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n AND Cu IN GaP THROUGH THE MS-X,. WITH CLUSTERS OF 29 ATOMSGa o

* • * i

M. Makiuchi , A. Fazzio and J.R. Pereira Neto

* Departamento de Física - UnB

70000 Brasília D.F. Brasil

** Instituto de Física - USP

CEP. 05508 S.Paulo S.P. Brasil

Vacancies in GaP, in different charge states, were recently stud-

through the MS-Xo method With cluster of 17 atoms. Here the

study of the Ga vacancy in GaP is extended to a cluster with one more

shell of atoms in tetrahedral symmetry (29 atoms), and we compare the

results from the two clusters. We can thus asses the influence of the

size of the cluster in the study of the properties of the bulV, and of

the defect, when the electrons belonging to the surface dangling bonds

are transferred to the Watson sphere^ .

We have also studied the Cu impurity in GaP, analysing the impurity

level in the gap and the partipation of the 3d orbitais.

(1) A. Fazzio, J.R. Leite and M.L. De Siqueira J. Phys. C U 513
(1979).

(2) A. Fazzio, L.M. Brescansin and J.R. Leite J. Phys. C 1J5 LI (1982).
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Temperature-dependent pnotoionization cross section associated with

deep impurity levels.

by
*

H. N. Nazareno and M. A. Amato

Departamento de Física

Universioade de Brasília,

70.910 - Brasília - JF - Brasil

In a previous paper a simple model for identifying

a deep level in semiconductors is proposed, relating the maximim of the

pnotoionization cross section with the critical points of the host. As

an extension of this model temperature effects snould be included,

namely, by taking into account phonon assisted transitions.

In this letter it is shown that the photoionization

spectrum of impurity semiconductor may be analized in the neighbourhood

of the optical threshold, i.e.,a region in which these processes are

important.

emission and absorption of pnonons are considered and

temperature effects are induced by weighting properly ooth transition

probatilities, e.g., an expression for the photoionizaticn cross

section is obtained with explicit dependence with temperature. Some

comparison with experimental results for GaAs: Cr are provided .

(1) Nazareno, H. N. and Amato, M. A (19Ò2) J. Phys. C: Solid St.

Pnysics 15, 2165.

(*) Partially supported -»y CWPq.
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MULTIPLET STRUCTURE OF GaAs : Mn, Fe *

A. Dal Pino Junior and A. Fazzio

* Centro Tecnológico da Aeronáutica

São José dos Campos - S.P. Brasil

•* Instituto de Física - ÜSP

CEP. 0SS08 S. Paulo S.P. Brasil

In this work we use the procedure developed by Diramoclc and Hanstreet

to include electron-electron interactions in the study of transition

•etal impurities in GaAs, based upon self-consistent calculations

within the Multiple-Scattering-X formalism.

We studied the Mn impurity in two charge states, Mn+ and Mn* ,

and the Fe impurity in the charge state Fe+ , the results are com-

pared to experinental results involving intra-d transition. The main

advantages and failings of the method are discussed, as concerns the

3-d orbitais contribution.

Funded in part by FAPESP
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A CRYSTALLINE CLUSTER NETH00 FOR DEEP IMPURITIES IN INSULATORS

P.S. Gu

Instituto de Pesquisas Espaciais - INPE

Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Cientifico e Tecnológico - CNPq

12200 S.Josi dos Campos, SP, Brasil

An "ab-initio" self-consistent-field crystalline-cluster

approach to the study of deep impurity states in insulators is

proposed. It is shown that, in spite of being a cluster calculation,

the interaction of the impurity with the crystal environment is fully

taken into account. It is also shown that the present representation

of the impurity states is at least as precise as the crystalline

cluster representation of the pure crystal electronic structure. The

procedure has been tested by performing the calculation of the

electronic structure of the U center in a sodium chloride crystal and

it has been observed that the calculated Tj -Tn absorption energy is

in good agreement with experiment.
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BAND-STRUCTURE OF POLYMERS : A SEMI-EMPIRICAL TREATMENT*

Maria Cristina dos Santos
Departamento de Química

Universidade Federal de Pernambuco
50000 Recife, PE

and
Celso P. de Melo

Departamento de Física
Universidade Federal de Pernambuco

50000 Recife, PE

We have developed a Extended Hucfcel Treatment of the electronic structure

of polymers. We have computed the band structure of trans-polyacetylene and

studied the effects of inclusion of different number of neighboring cells.

The effect of the bond alternation on the gap energy is examined. The

results for the total ''-bond width and the gap energy agree with experience.

We also present an extension of the CNDO parametrization scheme to the

calculation of the electronic structure of polymers. Preliminary results for the

band structure of trans-polyacetylene are presented.

* Work partially supported by Brazilian Agencies Finep and CNPq.
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THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF TRANS-POLYACETYUNE : A TRANSFER-MATRIX APPROACH*

Celso P. 4c Melo, Humberto S. Brandi* «id Alfredo A.S. da
Departamento de Física

Universidade Federal de Pernambuco
50000 Recife - PE

Brasil

The electronic structure of trans-polyacetylene is studied within the

transfer matrix approach, which is very convenient to describe this type of 1-D

systems. We have used a tight-binding hamiltonian assuming first and second

neighbors interactions. Particular attention is given to the electronic state

associated to the existence of defects connected to the breaking of íegular bond

alternation. We have treated both the single-site and the relaxed defect problem

in trans-polyacetylene. For the relaxed case we use a particular choice of para-

metrization for the hopping integrals, which is related to the existence of so-

li tons in this material. The inclusion of second neighbors interaction changes

the widths of both the valence and conduction bands and leads to a displacement

of the localized state from the middle of the gap. The use of the transfer matrix

method leads to analytical expressions for the density of states and for the va<re

functions associated to the localized mode at any site of the chain.

* Work partially supported by the Brazilian Agencies Finep and CNPq.

* On leave of absence from : Departamento de Física
Pontifícia Universidade Católica
Cx.P. 38071 Rio de Janeiro - Brasil.
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RAMAN SPECTRA Or «.«ORPHOUS SILICON

THIN FILMS DEPOSITED BY GLOW-DISCHARGE

E.Bustarret, F.Alvarez, R.Brenzikofer and I . Chambouleyron

Inst i tu to de Fís ica, UNICAN?,

13.100 Campinas. S.P. , Brasi

The local disorder ptesent in f i las of a-'~i:H and • ~ s i * x
H j _ x

has been studied through f i r s t order Raman spec.roscopy, using the

5145A l ine of an Argon laser in a backscatering geometry at room

temperature. This allowed us to coapare thin f i «s deposited in two

dif ferent reactors where the capacitively coupled glow-discharge

was produced either in a "cross f i e ld" or a "paral lel f i e l d " geometry.

Gaseous mixtures of SiH^, N 2 , He and As have be'/i used in both cases.

The systematic variation of the preparation parameters leads to a

whole class of "alloys" including par t ia l ly mici ^crystal l ized f i l a s .
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AMORPHOUS - PCLVCSYSTALLlfcS SILICC* I

F.Rubinelll , S. Albornoz and R. 9uitrago

Instituto Tecnológico pars el Oesarrollo

Tecnológico de la Industria Química -

INTEC Santa Fe -3000- Argentina

Saaed on a model for abrupt neterojunctions, we developed

theoretical expresiona for calculating the depletion and accumulation

layers'widths and the capacity of an isoJunction of hydrogenated

amorphous on polycrystallinç silicon.

je have determined the -itíths for different levels of dopants,

either donors or acceptors, considering the presence or absence of

charges in the interface as a function of the applied voltage.

The obtained results indicate a greater built-in voltage for

the p-p than for the n-n isojunction. This would show a greater collection

efficiency in p-p-n tyoe than in n-n-p type sclar cells, being, in

both cases, the third layer of pclycrystalllne silicon.
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A THEORY OF THE HEW RAMAN PEAK IN 2H«NbSe2 IN THE COEXISTENT

STATE OF THE CHARGE DENSITY HAVE AND SUPERCONDUCTIVITY.

Y. Kurihara

Inst i tuto de Física.UNICAMP

13.100 Car inas . S. P . , I r a s i l

In the coexisttnt state of the charge density wave (COM) and

superconductivity ( s c ) , collective «odes are formulated on the basis

of a diagram method which corresponds to the random phase approximation.

Our theory gives a lucid explanation of mixing between proper

collective modes of COM and proper col lect ive fluctuations of SC. The

amplitude fluctuations of CDH and the fluctuations of the real part

of the order parameter of SC couple as their time ordered correlation

function exists for electrons which contribute to the formation of

COM and also SC. Their mixed mode is assigned to the new Raman peak

in 2H-NbSe2. we compare our theory with that of Mttlewood and Varma.

In the coexistent state of the spin density wave and superconductivity,

collective modes are also formulated.
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INTERFBOCI1UC AM) NGN INTBiFBOCTRIC OPTICAL INSPBCTION OF SB4IC0NDUCTOR

WAFERS AM) SB41O0MUCT0R LASER MIRRORS ?

L. Martorelli, L. Zerbino and E. Gallego-Lluesma

Centro de Investigaciones Ópticas

Casilla de Correo 124
1900 La Plata, Argentina

Many different commercial ootical systems are available for studying the

surface of wafers. These systems are very expensive and usually only affordable

to laboratories or factories with high yields that make worth the investment. That

is not usually the case of University laboratories where manual processing and

visual inoection method with microscopes are usually the most common methods.

We have developed some techniques to measure large focal distances for small

apertures such as in industrial C02 laser mirrors that with some mofifications are

also useful to a quick probe of surface of wafers for crackings, scratches, rough-

ness and lack of flatness.

« P a r t i a l l y supported by CONICET, CIC and SUBCyT.
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